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Introduction 

 It is only a slight exaggeration to say that hardly a day goes by without the introduction 

of some remarkable development in the fields of information technology or bioenvironmental 

science. Such advances have had extraordinary consequences not only for industry, academia, 

medicine, and the social sciences, but also for warfare. In fact, while it is reasonable to suggest 

that many previous military-inspired scientific breakthroughs paved the way for a wide variety of 

spin-off societal improvements, the standard model has been turned on its head in the 

information age. In the military we now often find ourselves at a comparative disadvantage as we 

try to grasp how to take advantage of breathtaking changes in other fields. Indeed, at times it is 

as if we "are surfing the ever-higher waves of information power more than [we] are in any 

practical sense controlling the heights or frequency of those waves."1 

The rapid pace of technological change demands equally frenetic efforts by our military to find 

more effective ways to deter and defeat our potential competitors and battlefield opponents. Over 

the past decade or so, we have been moving at an impressive pace in our attempts to advance 

military doctrine and improve joint military operations. Nevertheless, for the most part our 

changes to warfighting doctrine have been largely evolutionary. It is time to cross a new 

threshold. Apart from gaining a better understanding of technology’s effects on our ability to 

fight and win wars, we need to implement revolutionary changes in both targeting and combat 

assessment doctrine at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels of war.  

We need a warfighting doctrine that places more emphasis on the ability to overwhelm our 

adversaries both physically and mentally. Specifically, the objective must be to induce mental 

and physical paralysis in our opponents — paralysis that will inject a false orientation, prevent 

our adversaries from adapting to their ever-changing surroundings, and cripple their ability to 

react to U.S. or coalition actions. I call this a doctrine of "shock-based operations." Following a 

more detailed investigation of this doctrine I propose a new method of battlespace assessment, 

itself one of the most important aspects of shock-based operations.  

Shock-based warfare offers a new way of carrying out the Clausewitzian clash of wills, albeit 

one that relies as much (or more) on the mental and moral aspects of conflict as it does the 

physical. In addition to helping us take advantage of information-age advances without 

becoming subservient to new technology, shock-based warfare will improve the risk-reward ratio 

that is an essential consideration of any political-military strategy. Moreover, it allows for 

opponents whose behavior as complex adaptive systems negates existing American doctrine that 



assumes linear mechanistic opponents.2 To reflect more accurately the complex and chaotic 

world in which we live, shock-based operations require sweeping changes in not only our 

military mindset, but also in organizational structure; modeling and simulation; intelligence 

gathering; joint, service, and interagency exercises; targeting; and battlespace assessment.3 

Exactly what are shock-based operations, and what must we do differently than we are doing 

already — seemingly quite successfully — in today’s military operations? 

From Political Objectives to Military Action 

Military combat operations begin as politics or diplomacy fails. As described in Joint Publication 

1, the military’s responsibility then becomes to "employ rapid and decisive military power to 

achieve U.S. objectives.…"4 Joint commanders use the principles of war, joint warfare 

fundamentals, enduring concepts and enablers, and elements of joint operational art to craft a 

strategic estimate and to prepare analyses of various courses of action. The ultimate objective is 

to produce a wartime campaign plan that, as stated in typically sterile military terms, will "seek 

to destroy or neutralize the adversary’s capability for organized resistance and to facilitate post-

combat termination objectives."5 While Joint Publication 1 does not offer much more than broad 

statements as to the actual methods by which political leaders or military commanders use 

military forces to achieve political objectives, Joint Publication 3-0 is a little more fruitful. 

The latest draft of Joint Publication 3-0 (Doctrine for Joint Operations) labels the campaign as "a 

series of related major operations that arrange tactical, operational, and strategic actions to 

accomplish strategic and operational objectives."6 This publication focuses on the terms 

"simultaneity" and "depth" in describing how shock-like conditions are created on the battlefield, 

highlighting both as necessary to "overwhelm and cripple adversary capabilities and adversary 

will to resist."7 Joint Publication 1 is peppered with frequent reminders of the benefits of staying 

inside an opponent’s decision cycle — a critical concept that is explored in more detail below. 

Nevertheless, despite laudable analyses of military campaigns, operational art, and the joint 

battlespace targeting process, both Joint Publication 1 and 3-0 lack a more detailed discussion of 

how it is exactly that U.S. forces can "overwhelm" and "cripple" its opponents.8 

The OODA Loop and Our Opponent’s Orientation 

The late strategist Colonel John Boyd (USAF, retired) stressed relentlessly the importance of 

getting inside an opponent’s "decision cycle" through a continuous process he called observe-

orient-decide-act or, in abbreviated form, the OODA loop.9 Observation precedes orientation in 

this continuous cycle, but I will postpone examination of the former to focus first on what I 

consider to be the critical phase — the orientation stage of the OODA loop.  

The orientation phase of any decision cycle is the linchpin of battlespace decision- making. It 

involves collecting, integrating, and processing all available information and data to ascertain 

"ground truth." In establishing our orientation in any life environment the time it takes to gather 

and process information is as important as the manner in which that information is gathered. A 

large part of the challenge is trying to separate fact from fiction, certainties from assumptions. 

(Assumptions are often as important as facts, if for no other reason that you may not really know 



the difference between the two.) We have to process information, determine our orientation, 

make decisions, and act before our opponents go through the same four-step cycle. Additionally, 

we cannot be satisfied if we do this one or two times — staying ahead of our opponents requires 

strenuous, constant effort to achieve faster and more effective OODA loops.  

Theoretically, if we observe, orient, decide, and act faster than our opponent, he becomes unable 

to keep up with us. He will find it difficult or, even more desirable from our perspective, 

impossible to orient himself properly to his mental and physical surroundings and will become 

bewildered and shattered psychologically. If we get through these four OODA stages faster than 

our opponent we say we are remaining inside our opponent’s decision cycle. On the other hand, 

if our opponent orients himself and acts faster than us, he can preempt our planned actions, upset 

our orientation, and decrease even further our ability to make timely and effective decisions. 

If we can keep inside our opponent’s decision cycle our opponent is overloaded beyond his 

ability to respond, react, or adapt. As described by Boyd, the goal is to "collapse [the] 

adversary’s system into confusion and disorder by causing him to over and under react to 

activity that appears simultaneously menacing as well as ambiguous, chaotic, or misleading 

[emphasis in original]."10 Our opponent will experience "various combinations of uncertainty, 

doubt, confusion, self-deception, indecision, fear, panic, discouragement, and despair.…"11 

Ultimately, our opponent will become incapable of fighting effectively. 

The OODA loop or decision cycle depends completely upon tactical, operational, and strategic 

agility. We must not only think faster than our opponent; we must also move faster than him. 

Movement by itself can be fruitless or even counterproductive. If Newtonian momentum is 

defined as mass multiplied by velocity, we best define agility in the information age as 

movement multiplied by intelligence.12 To take full advantage of rapid technological change 

requires mental and physical agility in both the planning room and in battlespace. Shock-based 

warfare relies heavily upon such agility and must be used to disorient our opponents so 

thoroughly that they either decide not to fight or, once the fighting has begun, to capitulate with 

low relative U.S. or coalition losses.  

Shock at Home  

As a very basic illustration of this effect, consider what happens as I come home from work one 

day to find my key does not fit in the front door of my house. At first the problem seems simple: 

I have the wrong key. But as I struggle more and more I find none of my keys work. I knock on 

the door; surprisingly, the person who meets me is not my wife. While more confused than ever, 

my initial reaction is to assume I somehow picked the wrong house. But I am on the right street, 

the number and name on the front door are correct, and the same old welcome mat sits under my 

feet. Bewilderment and a little panic sets in. As I walk in the house I recognize nothing: the 

furniture, pictures, carpet are all completely different. My confusion mounts. Just when I think I 

can find a way to adapt to this ever-increasing shock to my orientation, the person who greeted 

me pulls out a gun, points it at me, and fires…. Whether the gun has blanks or live bullets is 

immaterial: what matters is that I am now completely unable to react to the unfolding situation. 

What started as a mild and maybe even amusing disorientation ended with utter confusion and an 

inability to comprehend the situation; my world turned upside down in a matter of minutes.13 



Shock-based operations have the potential to produce on a grand scale such shock and 

disorientation in our opponents.  

Implementing a Shock-Based Strategy 

Industrial-Age Targeting 

In general, we have succeeded in linking military strategy to political objectives by relying upon 

superior intelligence agencies and military forces to achieve desired battlefield effects through 

conventional, physical attack against our opponent’s military infrastructure, his weapons 

systems, and his fielded forces (this order has changed through the years and depends somewhat 

on service doctrine, but these common categories have not really changed much).  

In the traditional way of attacking the enemy through air, ground, or sea, typically we have 

selected those sets of physical targets that our enemy needs to keep fighting. In broad terms, we 

have gone after our opponent’s military forces and his industrial base (comprising in the main 

telecommunications and transportation networks, war production facilities, command and control 

nodes, and petroleum-oil-lubrication storage areas). Additionally, starting in World War II and 

continuing through the present, the Air Force has emphasized destroying an enemy’s desire to 

keep fighting. According to Air Force doctrine, destruction of many of the targets listed above 

will not only reduce the enemy’s physical capacity to fight the war, it also reduces — and some 

airpower zealots would say can destroy — the enemy’s national will to fight. Within the last 

fifteen years, the enemy’s leadership has also gained new acceptance as a lucrative target, under 

the assumption that removal of our opponent’s political-military leadership offers the shortest 

route to eliminating this will to fight. 

The best example of a leadership-centric approach to targeting is Colonel John Warden’s (USAF, 

retired) "Five Rings" theory of aerospace warfare. While innovative and commendable for its 

bold approach to changing long-standing targeting doctrine, Warden’s theory (and most other 

leadership-centric or counter-army-centric doctrines) fails in that it relies on largely linear 

mechanisms for success. In his essay The Enemy as a System, Warden begins with an equation in 

which the outcome of a war strategy depends upon the product (Physical x Morale). Since the 

physical side of the enemy is theoretically "perfectly knowable and predictable," and the human 

side "beyond the realm of predictability," Warden contends that the war effort should thus be 

directed "primarily at the [enemy’s] physical side."14 In seeking a best way to attack this facet, 

Warden develops his five-rings model of an opponent. He compares it to an astronomical or 

molecular model in which the outer "orbiting subsystems" surround a critical core. In Warden’s 

model the critical core is the enemy leadership; the orbiting subsystems are organic essentials, 

infrastructure, population, and the opponent’s fielded military forces.15 

While the perfect attack would be one in which only the critical core — the enemy’s leadership 

— would have to be defeated to achieve ultimate success, Warden acknowledges the difficulty of 

getting at this lucrative target and expands his discussion of "parallel attack" to describe how an 

attack against all five rings at once may be necessary to bring about the desired strategic effect 

(in effect, attacks against the component rings can collapse the enemy’s system or affect the 

enemy’s leaders’ will, much in the same manner as Air Force attacks against Germany’s 



economic and industrial targets in World War II were designed to affect the German national 

will to fight).16 

My primary objection to Warden’s Five Rings theory rests on its neglect of the morale side of his 

equation of war. While it may be nigh impossible to predict human behavior with high accuracy, 

that is no reason to neglect it in execution of a grand strategy. Moreover, the use of astronomical 

or atomic ring and shell models to describe an enemy’s system suggests an excessive dependence 

on linearity and mechanistic systems.17 

Since it has been notoriously difficult to attack leadership targets directly, we have usually 

focused on the hardware, command and control networks, and people that help keep our 

opponent’s leadership in power. Consequently, the most effective way to defeat our opponents 

and achieve political objectives has been to drop bombs on things they value, to capture territory 

and equipment, and to kill people. With Desert Storm we started seeing the concerted 

introduction of what now typically falls under the rubric of "information warfare." In the war 

against Iraq, information operations included attacking Iraq’s computer, communications, and 

command and control networks with electrons instead of high explosives.  

This method of assailing our enemy, moderately successful in 1991, was even more useful in 

Operation Allied Force as we employed remarkably wide-ranging information networks to 

gather reams of data on how the Serb leaders ran their country. Some very smart people in our 

military and civilian agencies made great headway in finding out what the Serb leadership valued 

most — in other words, what they could least afford to lose if they hoped to remain in power. 

Yet we simply did not yet have the capacity to put together the best of both physical and 

information attacks to shatter the Serb leaders’ orientation, induce paralysis, and stay inside the 

Serb decision cycle.18 As a result, we could not bring down the Serb power base before the war 

began or during the first few days of actual combat operations.19 

Most current targeting doctrines neglect the powerful effects of interaction, complexity, and the 

chaos of warfare.20 It is not that such concepts are not discussed; rather, it is the very difficulty of 

dealing with such complex effects that cause them to be largely ignored or discarded. Moreover, 

today’s doctrines essentially ignore the existence of opponents who behave as complex adaptive 

systems. Our opponents are usually much smarter than we assume initially. They learn not only 

from the experiences of other states or groups who have been on the receiving end of American 

military might, they adapt remarkably well even while under direct attack from U.S. forces.21 

After the conflict ends these opponents endure and persist. 

If Desert Storm and, to a lesser extent, Allied Force were examples of a mostly direct approach 

to combined warfare, the recent phenomenal growth of information, bio-, and nano- technologies 

now provide a way to focus once more on the indirect method of attack. We need to perfect an 

approach that combines physical attack and information operations to get and stay inside our 

enemy’s decision cycle; to confuse, shock, and frighten their leadership and (or) populace to the 

point they make inappropriate responses or collapse into inaction. The information age has given 

us the tools to accomplish such attacks. The challenge is to figure out exactly how we use the 

precepts of shock-based warfare to defeat our enemies.  



Where to Begin: The Strategic Level 

As always, the first and critical step is to establish a well-defined link between political 

objectives and military strategy. This process establishes the intensity and breadth of the military 

campaign and places limits on the amount of power military commanders are allowed to use to 

achieve political objectives.22 The next — but scarcely less important — task is to analyze 

completely our potential opponent’s ideology and his political, economic, military, and cultural 

systems — the only way to truly shatter our enemy’s orientation is to begin with a complete 

grasp of what allows him to survive from day to day. This understanding leads naturally to 

development of the type and sequence of battlespace attacks and the proper placement of mental, 

moral, and physical pressure that will yield the greatest likelihood of paralysis and capitulation.23 

Shock-based operations thus demand an excruciatingly detailed analysis of an opponent’s centers 

of gravity, nodes, and critical vulnerabilities; only such a holistic method will allow military 

commanders at all levels to understand how the combination of physical attack and information 

operations will achieve strategic objectives. The "two levels up, two levels down" philosophy 

associated with industrial-age "commander’s intent" will not suffice in shock-based warfare. It is 

critical that everyone from front-line warriors to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff have 

the same understanding of the campaign’s grand strategy and, in particular, a sense of how 

shock-based operations will be used to achieve campaign objectives.24 

This analysis must force together often-distinct worlds for both planning and execution of shock-

based operations. At the strategic level we need to forge an unbreakable bond between warriors 

of the five services and intelligence agencies, and the ‘best and the brightest’ of the interagency 

world. During this process the steely-eyed advanced tactics school graduate who can pick the 

best weapons and tactics for any target in the world is no more or less important than the 

intelligence specialist who knows exactly what physical targets to hit to reduce the enemy’s 

ability to wage war. He is also no more or less important than the select group of recognized 

experts culled from both government and the corporate world that are versed in the intricacies of 

international finance, transportation, power, water, industry, and worldwide crime syndicates. He 

is no more or less important than the diplomat who served ten years in country and knows the 

culture, geography, and language better than anyone but a native. Our steely-eyed warrior is no 

more or less important than the disgruntled defector who, after serving a decade as the enemy 

leader’s right-hand man, knows exactly what keeps that leader in power. Finally, while the 

steely-eyed warrior may find it hard to swallow, in shock-based operations he is no more or less 

important than the psychologist, psychiatrist, sociologist, or religious expert.25 

The use of strategic-level "nodal analysis" has recently gained more currency as our military 

staff officers and governmental interagency groups search for new and inventive ways to degrade 

or destroy portions of an opponent’s civil-military system. The intent is to achieve military 

objectives through a combination of overwhelming precision firepower and information 

operations against critical nodes of our adversary’s leadership, fielded forces, and military and 

civil infrastructure. The doctrine associated with this well-intentioned concept still relies, 

however, on a largely linear or reductionist combination of technology and physical destruction 

to achieve military objectives.  



Over the past ten years U.S. military leaders have done reasonably well taking data and advice 

from most of the above-named groups of specialists to build a campaign that pits American 

strengths against opponent weaknesses, establishing the necessary links between political 

objectives and military strategy. Rarely, however, have we put all of the groups together at one 

time to coordinate such efforts: there has never been a "central clearing house" at one 

classification level to lay out the targeting plan to military commanders.26 Such efforts have 

remained largely at the strategic level of war for three principal reasons: above all, they remained 

at the higher level because they were not particularly relevant to the operational and tactical 

levels. Also, security concerns have confined the complete targeting plan to the strategic level. 

Finally, the overarching targeting plan stayed largely at the strategic level due to the fact that 

rapidly changing events throughout the lower levels of war have made it almost impossible to 

adapt on the spot. Such adaptation, however, is absolutely central to shock-based warfare. 

What Next? The Operational and Tactical Levels 

Operational- and tactical-level commanders will not have the luxury of time granted strategic-

level planners who conceive and build a holistic shock-based campaign plan. The fog and 

friction of the battlespace, adaptive opponents, and ever-changing political exigencies will dilute 

almost immediately the value resident in the original strategic plan. To stay inside the opponent’s 

decision cycle and avoid being placed into a reactive mode of operations, our commanders who 

fight the day-to-day war must rely upon innovation to adapt to continuous change. These 

commanders must have an ever-present link (physical if able, virtual otherwise; on-site if 

possible, in-theater without fail) to the same organizations and individuals who helped plan the 

original campaign to ensure that the opponent’s orientation is attacked properly and shattered. At 

the same time, commanders will rely upon the same links to ensure the orientation of U.S. and 

coalition forces remains intact during events in battlespace that will change almost by the 

minute, often in ways never anticipated. 

The key to shock-based warfare is to unleash the gamut of physical and information tools of 

warfare to attack our opponent’s critical nodes, overwhelm his ability to adapt to change, and 

make him think he is under constant attack from every conceivable direction. Nothing can appear 

safe from attack. Every time our enemy attempts to reorient himself to the new environment, the 

U.S. shifts its weight of effort to attack something else equally important to the opponent’s 

survival — our opponent’s orientation is distorted and shattered before he knows what hit him. 

The process continues until paralysis sets in. If the Patton-esque adage of industrial-age 

maneuver warfare was to "hold ‘em by the nose and kick ‘em in the ass," in shock-based warfare 

the idea is to hold the enemy by the nose and kick him in the ass, the shins, the spine, and the 

chest — all while assaulting his brain, heart, and central nervous and immunity systems. The 

enemy’s "body" collapses and implodes.27 

As an example, our Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC) may find that the typical 

72-hour Air Tasking Order process that was so useful in the original strategic plan becomes at 

best unwieldy when trying to keep up with a rapidly changing battlespace. Faced with limited 

resources and competing objectives, our JFACC will have to make tough on-the-spot decisions 

about resource reallocation. The value of shock-based targeting, however, is that our JFACC can 



modify significantly his original resource allocation plan but still achieve the desired military 

objectives.  

Such resource reallocation might mean, for instance, sacrificing direct and seemingly lucrative 

attacks against a dozen MiG aircraft in the open on an enemy airfield to hit a time-critical target 

somewhere else in theater (a target which, according to his group of on-site or virtual experts, 

would play a more important part in warping the opponent’s orientation than an attack against 

the MiGs). The sacrifice would be permissible thanks to our JFACC’s coordination with his 

group of experts who, through shocked-based operations analysis, were able to find other means 

of assuring those same MiG aircraft would never leave the ground (for example, by 

contaminating the airfield fuel supply, information attacks against the base command and control 

system or the aircraft’s avionics and weapons systems, or use of special operations forces to take 

out the enemy’s pilots and mechanics). 

While I use the JFACC example to illustrate the idea of rapidly changing operational-level 

conditions, the argument applies throughout the battlespace. This ability to forgo one or more 

lucrative targets in favor of a time-critical one will itself require something of a revolution in 

organizational thinking: not many air, land, sea, or space component commanders will give up 

"hard kills" against lucrative targets with mere promises that those targets will be neutralized 

through other means. It is clear the proof will have to be in the pudding before battlespace 

commanders consistently adopt such thinking.  

The demands of a fluid battlespace environment and presence of adaptive opponents make 

flexibility, agility, and innovation central features of shock-based warfare at the operational and 

tactical levels. The only way for U.S. and coalition commanders to destroy the opponent’s 

orientation is to remain inside our enemy’s decision cycle. To stay inside our opponent’s 

decision cycle means changing the weight of effort as the tactical and operational battlespace 

changes; it also means relying on the advice of shock-based warfare experts to remain a step 

ahead of our adversary.  

As important as flexibility, agility, and innovation in shock-based warfare is the ability to receive 

timely and accurate information from a constantly shifting battlespace, since this helps establish 

our correct orientation within each decision cycle. How do we get such timely and accurate 

information? How do our political leaders and tactical-, operational-, and strategic-level military 

commanders assess progress in meeting campaign objectives and thus continue with a plan that 

preserves our own orientation while destroying our opponent’s ability to adapt?  

Combat Assessment, or Back to the OODA Loop 

If the initial strategic plan focuses almost exclusively on the orientation phase of the OODA 

loop, subsequent iterations of the decision cycle are contingent upon the observation stage 

(which for the purposes of this discussion may be called by the more familiar term, the combat or 

battle damage assessment phase). Observation is an integral part of the decision cycle. In our 

OODA loop, the output of the observation stage feeds directly into the orientation phase, where 

our leaders and commanders then form the decisions that lead to actions both in the battlespace 

and at the bargaining table. Not surprisingly, the observation phase has been only as complex as 



our existing collection systems and cognitive factors have allowed. In industrial-era combat, 

combat assessment consisted — and consists — mainly of direct battle damage assessment 

(‘eyes on target’ and weapon system video tape), intelligence analysis of military capability 

(collection assets and human intelligence), and commanders’ personal observations as to 

remaining enemy capability (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Industrial-Age Battle-Damage Assessment 

  

As we move to shock-based operations, the complexity of information-age warfare demands 

more than so-called ‘conventional’ indicators of battlefield success.28 Information-age conflict 

requires an increasingly sophisticated means of assessing progress. If we accept that our 

opponents behave as complex adaptive systems, we need a combat assessment system to match. 

In essence, what we need is a "complex adaptive intelligence system" (Figure 2). Put in simpler 

terms, we need a combat assessment capability that is capable of self-learning. As farfetched as it 

might sound at first, there have been remarkable advances in information systems that suggest 

such a self-learning system is possible, if not highly likely, within the next several years.29 Such 

a system will accept continuous battlespace inputs as shown in Figure 2, apply them against a 

cultural-military-economic model produced by shock-based warfare experts and against what it 

has already ‘learned’ by comparing the opponent’s expected and actual actions to date, and 

provide a constantly updated measure of effectiveness for commanders.30 



 

The output of such a system is not linear. There can never be a numerical grade cutoff, above 

which our commander can tell the politicians that success is assured; below which, our 

commander assumes he is losing the war (introducing frightening comparisons with the worst of 

Vietnam-era "systems analysis," to say the least). Moreover, the output will only be as good as 

the inputs — that aphorism remains immutable, if somewhat unfortunate. We need to think of 

the product more in terms of "green, yellow, and red light" indicators.31 Given these clear 

limitations, it may seem that building these highly sophisticated databases for each theater of war 

is more effort than it is worth. What is important, however, is not only that a new observation 

method is needed to handle the exploding demands of information-age conflict. What also 

matters is that our ability to shatter our opponent’s orientation — the central feature of shock-

based operations — depends to a large extent on how well we can monitor our progress towards 

that goal. We need a complex adaptive intelligence system to give us the most timely and highest 

fidelity combat assessment possible, even if such a system has to take second place to the most 

effective centuries-old complex adaptive system, the commander and his coup d’oeil. 

A New Definition for Joint Doctrine 

Much as implementation of a shock-based warfare doctrine will improve the capacity to link 

U.S. political objectives to a military strategy, inclusion of a definition and expanded discussion 

of shock-based operations will enhance joint doctrine. Joint publications — and Joint 

Publications 1 and 3-0 in particular — need a definition and description of shock-based 

operations. I propose the following, to be included in joint doctrine glossaries and within 

discussions of how military operations will accomplish NCA-directed political objectives:  



Shock-based operations. A holistic way of attacking an adversary’s centers of 

gravity, nodes, and critical vulnerabilities, designed to collapse the adversary’s 

system into mental and physical paralysis. Shock-based operations isolate 

opponents physically, mentally, and morally from their external environment by 

destroying their view of the world, or their orientation. The intent is to push the 

enemy beyond his ability to endure, respond, or adapt to a rapidly changing 

tactical, operational, or strategic environment. Shock-based operations rely upon 

all instruments of national power to link NCA objectives and military strategy. 

The goal of military commanders at all levels of war will be to assure U.S. and 

coalition forces remain inside the opponent’s decision cycle. As such, shock-

based operations require both mental and physical agility throughout the 

battlespace.  

The "Law of Unintended Consequences" 

One of the risks in shock-based operations has to do with the likelihood of "unintended 

consequences," or in precipitating reactions that have not been anticipated. For example, 

extensive attacks against a nation’s infrastructure, electrical grid, or economic system can 

create such extreme hardship that the resulting backlash bolsters rather than weakens our 

opponent’s national will to fight. A holistic shock-based targeting doctrine must consider 

carefully the possible repercussions of an intense combination of physical destruction and 

information warfare.32 Strategic and operational commanders must rely upon assessment 

mechanisms as described above to gauge our opponent’s will to fight and to ensure 

military and political objectives remain closely linked.  

In terms of generating unexpected reactions to our operations, we have to expect our 

opponents to exhibit characteristics of complex adaptive systems. Given that even the 

most reprehensible and seemingly single-minded opponent is likely to adapt rapidly, this 

reversion to unexpected or unanticipated behavior should hardly be surprising. Slobodan 

Milosevic was expected to cave in after three days of bombing. That he did not may be 

evidence of well-intentioned political and military expectations gone awry, but more 

important it is a clear demonstration of ineffectual shock-based targeting.  

Driving desperate dictators into dark corners can cause them to lash out in ways never 

anticipated. While the ultimate goal of shock-based operations is to prevent our enemy 

from recognizing the impending disorientation before it is too late, it is always possible 

that our adaptive opponent will see his world coming apart. There is little question that a 

tyrant like Saddam Hussein would, if faced with no other option, resort to actions such as 

use of biological or nuclear weapons against our homeland. Yet even if a dictator were to 

make such a decision, shock-based operations could provide a variety of acceptable 

options. For example, in this situation we might be able to make sure the execute order 

never reached its intended audience or ensure the weapon of choice could not be prepared 

or fired properly. In a more pessimistic scenario in which the weapon was subsequently 

launched toward or transported to its intended target, we could attack the launch process, 

transportation chain, or flight profile so that the weapon would be defused or explode 

harmlessly away from its target. In this case, however, good old-fashioned asymmetric 



deterrence and hard-nosed diplomacy are likely to yield more effective results than 

untested concepts of shock-based warfare. 

Summary 

A doctrine of shock-based operations will never be like death or taxes. It does not come 

with guarantees. It will be foolish to expect quick, easy, or bloodless victories. The 

promises of techno- and infophiles aside, those concepts are as chimerical as ever. Shock-

based operations are designed to take advantage of information-age technologies, not 

idolize them. Moreover, there may well be times when, as was the case with the U.S. 

attempt to isolate and capture Mohammed Farah Aideed in Somalia, the paucity of 

effective military strategies steers us away from fighting in the first place. The very 

nature of complex adaptive or nonlinear systems implies U.S. political and military 

leaders will experience considerable, frequent frustration when trying to build an 

effective link between political objectives and military strategy. 

On the other hand, the maturation of the information age demands nothing less than a 

substantial investment in the concept of shock-based operations. Ongoing strategic-level 

work on nodal analysis must be matched by equal efforts at the operational and tactical 

levels.33 It will be difficult to build a continuous, rapid, and accurate feedback loop 

during conflict, but such an information-age assessment system is critical to keeping us 

on track in producing the desired level of disorientation and paralysis in our opponents. 

Again, our task is not only to shatter the enemy’s orientation, it is also to keep our own 

orientation intact. The friction and fog of war will never disappear, but in the great game 

of wartime interaction what counts is the relative level of this fog and friction. Our 

paramount objective is to have decision cycles that are shorter and more effective than 

those of our opponents.  

In a less than astonishing irony, the wonders of the information age come with a heavy 

price: commanders now have less time than ever to interpret tremendous amounts of 

potentially valuable information. Consequently, personal judgment must reign supreme. 

In the ever-present tension between technology and mental agility, there is no question 

what must prevail: no high-technology information-age system, however fanciful, will 

ever replace military genius or plain old battlespace common sense, intuition, and 

innovation.  

The goal in war has always been to shock the enemy into surrender. Until now, however, 

we have not had the right combination of tools to effect revolutionary change. 

Information-age results may often fall short of rosy promises, but the time is ripe to leap 

from industrial- to information-age targeting and assessment. We have moved from 

single-component operations on the dusty fields of Cannae, to sequential attacks on the 

beaches of Normandy, to parallel warfare in Kuwait and over Kosovo. The advent of a 

shock-based operations doctrine allows us to jump to a new level, that of "simultaneous 

warfare."34 



The period of relative peace since the end of the Cold War gives us a unique opportunity 

to adjust to our changing environment before it is changed for us. While the taste of war 

has not become any more palatable over the centuries, we now have new wine to put in 

the old jar. The vintage of shock-based operations, if bottled correctly, has the potential 

to be the most successful addition ever to our wine cellar of war. 
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